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This is a good thing to get if you like Arina Tanemura's work. It's 12 by 9 inches, so you get a good

view of the images. There's even a ROUTE:L poster! Some of the descriptions are close to the fold,

though, so you may have to open your book pretty wide to read them. There is a nice set of Time

Stranger Kyoko images, as well as some I.O.N and Short Tempered Melancholic ones. But, even

though the sticker on the outside (I bought mine at a store, and it has a sticker) says "From the

author of The Gentlemen's Alliance +", this was made before that series debuted, so there are no

images of Haine and co.

I just received my copy of this artbook and its absolutely gorgeous.I really ejoy Arina Tanemura's

artwork and this book did not dissapoint me. It is light but filled with colorful drawing of several of her

series: Time Stranger Kyoko, I.O.N, Full Moon etc.It is also a reasonable price.

Tanemura's art is extremely detailed shojo style artwork. I have always been a fan of her art style



since I laid eyes on it when I was a teenager. I really wish I could paint and draw like she does. The

book is really nice and is fun to look at and cover and paper is really nice as well.

Her colored artworks are so amazing! So detailed, so neat! I think her colored work is the best

compared to all shoujo mangaka colored artworks.Since this book is A4 size, you can really

satisfied enjoying her detailed amazing works, you can even see the original illustration's paper

texture and her pen stroke.And as the another plus for this amazing art book, she gives comments

for every single illustration in this book, the comments are about her technique, the paper and the

materials she used for the artwork, the purpose, the mistake part, the hard part while she made the

illustration, etc, A MUST HAVE if you're into/ learning / making colored manga illustration like me.

You can find the comments at the bottom or beside of each illustration (of course already English

translated).You won't regret buying this, especially if you're Arina's or shoujo manga art fans!

This art book includes full size art works as well as smaller sized ones; the mix of full size and

smaller size works is pretty equal. I really like Arina Tanemura's art as well as manga series'. I love

reading the comments Arina Tanemura has on every art work. I totally recommend this art book to

anyone who likes Full Moon Wo Sagashite and/or Arina Tanemura's art! It's also a bonus that it

comes with a poster

I bought it from the company , and it came in on time! But why were there text on the picture? And

one of the pages came torn off.. Its good as long as u have super glue! The art is just as expected

from Arina Tanemura-San! Other than that, it's worth the money! :)

This book has the best of Tanemura's work, the pictures are beautiful and theres one from each

series she's worked on, a lot are Full Moon, but there are some from other series such as Time

Stranger Kyoko!
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